Teacher Notes: Grade 4 Module 2
Goals for the module
Mathematics
Draw and identify lines of symmetry for 2D figures.
Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are measured with reference to a circle.
Solve problems involving measurement.

Spatial Reasoning
Visualize symmetry and rotation by folding or rotating a sheet of paper.
Use mental rotation to recognize angles embedded in other objects.

Computational Thinking (CT)
Decompose a problem in order to create a more complex shape (modularization).

Materials
•
•

•
•
•
•

Presentation slides for module 2
Link to kite and angle wedges instructions:
o https://mpact3d.terc.edu/make-a-kite-and-measure-angles/make-a-kite/
o https://mpact3d.terc.edu/make-a-kite-and-measure-angles/measure-kite-angles/
Design process poster
Regular 8"×11" printer paper (can be scrap paper)
Pencils
Rulers

Timing
•
•

About seven to eight 45-minute lessons
Times may vary. Times given below are for phases of design (such as prototyping) and you can break
those into lessons for what works best for you.
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Introduction

10 min

Goals
Students understand the goals of the module, what is expected of
them, and they review the design process.

Materials
•
•

Presentation slides for module 2
Design process poster

5 min

Introduce the Module
Introduce the module to students using the slides (Presentation slides).
Ask students to restate what they understood their task was in this unit. Accept all
answers.
Sample answers:
• We will make a kite.
• I will be a kite designer.
Ask: Have you seen a kite? Flown one? Was it like the ones you saw just now? Accept all
answers.
Sample answers:
• My kite was a diamond shape.
• My kite had a tail, too.

5 min

Explain the design process
Remind students that the unit is organized around the design process and that they are the
designers.
Elicit from students what they are to be doing in each stage. Explain what’s specific for
this project.
• Collect ideas.
• Make and remake prototypes.
• Design on paper and computer.
• Make final kite (we’ll assemble a kite from 3D-printed and found materials.).
Say: Designing requires iteration (the process of going back and fixing or changing your
first and second and third tries). We will do it as much as possible, but we all have to
work efficiently to make that happen.
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Collect Ideas

10 min

Goals
Explore the components of a kite.

Materials
•
•
•

Presentation slides
Kites, if you have any for show and tell – these may be
different from the one pictured.
The list of requirements is in the back of the booklet for easy
access as students will be iterating on them daily.

Before the lesson
Prepare materials, including the kites if you want to show different kinds of kites or
websites if you want to share those.
You may want to visit these websites to learn more about different kinds of kites and
features of kites:
• Shape of Kites: http://www.aviation-for-kids.com/kites.html
• Why does a kite need a tail? https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bringscience-home-kite-tails/

10 min

Components of the kite
Discuss the components of the kite in the diagram. Then assign the students to write
down the responses to Q1 (in their notebooks).
Q1. Ask students to use their imagination to come up with answers. They don’t have to
be “right.”
Possible answers:
• It would not go up into the air.
• You could not hold onto the kite. It would fly away from you.
• It would not stay upright (it would spin around).
Show kites or website of kites on a large display. If you bring in kites to show, you can
ask what is different about those kites and the one in the photo on page 2. Most likely,
the ones you bring in will have rods. The kite on page 2 does not. It is this kind of kite
students will make.
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Make and Remake Prototypes

(1.5 lessons) 70 min

Goals
Make several iterations of sketches, a kind of prototype.
Recognize that different shapes can have different lines of
symmetry or no lines of symmetry.

Math
Find an object's line of symmetry through folding a paper
along its diagonal.
Reflect (vocabulary not introduced) an object through a line
of symmetry, to find two parts of an object that match.

Spatial Reasoning
Visualize reflection and symmetry through both physical
(paper folding) and mental rotation tasks.

Materials
•
•
•

Regular 8"×11" printer paper, can be scrap or square paper
Pencils
Rulers

Norms
•
•

Use “safe to fail” attitudes.
Communicate: It’s OK to mess up. That’s how we learn!

Design and Making Vocabulary
•
•
•

Prototype: Something easy to make that has some of the things you want in your final product.
Prototyping is an iterative process of make-test-revise.
Iterate: Try again and again to improve.

15 min

Symmetry
Q1. Show students how to make a square from a rectangular piece of paper or provide
square paper.
Draw students’ attention to the box with a definition of symmetry.

Make a prototypes (sketches)

10 min

Q2. Encourage students to use only pencils, not colored pencils or crayons, so they don’t
get too carried away with coloring. It’s better to iterate and make more designs.
Explain that a sketch is a quick drawing. It does not have to be perfect.
Q3.Encourage students to try more designs.
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•

Circulate and
o Check students’ designs for symmetry.
o Ask: does every part of the design on the left side of the fold have a
matching part on the right side?
Q4. Have students point out their favorite parts of each design they drew.

Write initial list of design requirements

5 min

Q5. As a whole class, discuss a couple of requirements together as an example. Then have
students write their own on a separate piece of paper or in a special place in their
notebooks.
Possible answers:
• Must have a string, sail, tail, and spool.
• String has to be long enough to fly high.
• Sail has to be a symmetric shape.
• Decorations must be symmetric.
This list of requirements is not final, and students will revisit it later to revise it.

20 min

Ask your mentor
Student communications with mentors happens via on mpact.terc.edu:
• Students to mentors: Students will submit their questions via a Google forms (links
will be provided to teacher in a separate document). The student responses are
gathered in a spreadsheet which mentors can access.
• Mentors to students: When the mentors answer students’ questions, they will send
their responses to the MPACT team, who will review for appropriateness. The
MPACT team will then forward the mentor responses to the appropriate teachers, who
can distribute the replies to the students.
When assigning the Ask Your Mentor activity, explain to students that they can write
ideas in their notebooks, or they can write directly in the MPACT discussion.
Set your expectations with your students about what conversations with mentors should
be (i.e., what is and what is not acceptable).
• Stay on topic.
• Be polite (of course).
This list does not have to be long and elaborate.
The mentors may give students more ideas. You may have to come back to this, once
mentors reply.

Good place to end the lesson or transition

Before the lesson
Check whether or not there are mentor replies.
For the symmetry shapes: make copies or provide a digital version of activity for students
to draw on.

20 min

Mathematics exploration
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Discuss mentor replies, if they have arrived. Otherwise, wait until another lesson.
Q6. Students work individually using digital pdfs (to mark on) or print-outs.
Then as whole group discuss how they determine where to draw lines. For example, for
the arrow, they have to consider the midpoint of the bottom segment as well as the top
point to draw a line of symmetry.
For confirmation, have students cut out the shape and fold it along the line that they think
is a line of symmetry to check. Or they can use a mirror placed on the line of symmetry to
see if the shapes are indeed symmetrical.
Answers:
Zero lines of symmetry

One line of symmetry

Multiple lines of symmetry
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Design

(2 lessons) 100 min

Goals
Create a drawing for a spool (for kite string) in preparation
for designing in the CAD.
Design a spool drawing in Tinkercad.

Math
Measure or estimate parts in centimeters.
Use precise measurements.

Spatial reasoning
Envision an object from all sides.
Visualize objects through physical and mental rotation.

Computational Thinking
Understand the modular components of the spool and how
the components interact through drawing and Tinkercad
(modularization).
Revise and remix their design and parts as needed.

Materials
•
•
•

Rulers with cm markings
1cm by 1cm dot or graph paper
Optional: isometric paper (for 3D drawings). Students who have not used it before may need to learn
how to draw with it before starting.

Before the lesson
Make sure your students all have Tinkercad accounts and can access them.

30 min

Design the spool on paper
Q1. Explain that to design, we also need to have drawings that help us when we are
sitting at the computer.
• This initial attempt to imagine and draw a 3D shape is an opportunity to engage in
spatial thinking. Difficulties are expected and students may make imprecise
sketches.
• That’s ok. As they move to Tinkercad, their design ideas and drawings will be
further refined. (Page 10 is blank in case they want more space to draw)
• Keep students on track. There is a lot of spatial reasoning here.
• Walk around the class and check the students' designs as they work.
• Encourage students
o to draw based on their physical prototype.
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to put in some estimated measurements. They should use cm or mm on
paper. Remind them that Tinkercad measures in mm.
o to think about a scale, if their item is bigger than the paper: between
each two lines on the paper equals 3 cm, for example.
o to think about which parts really need to be 3D printed (e.g. hard to
make otherwise; precision is needed).
Q2. Possible answer:
• I measured my hand to see how big the opening in the spool needed to be.
o

Designing the spool in Tinkercad

45+ min

Q3. Discuss the design requirements.
Q4. Have students decide which shapes in Tinkercad would make the design they drew
in Q1.
• Check/introduce/elicit math terms. Note: Tinkercad uses generic terms for basic
shapes, e.g. it calls a cube shape a “box”—yet the box (cube) can become a
rectangular prism if you extend a side.
Q5. Students start designing in Tinkercad the part of their toy that will be 3D printed.
• Make the “Shortcut Keys” handout available to students.
• Circulate and
o Encourage students to rotate shapes. They may have difficulties
determining the direction of rotation. Remind them they can “Ctrl-Z”—
undo—their action.
o Encourage use of the arrow keys, which allows students to control small
adjustments in their shapes.
o Demonstrate how to group shapes.
o Remind students of the math they are using. Ask about shapes and
measurements they use.
• Mental rotation is important in spatial reasoning. Here students see it happening.
Students need to check the actual size of the spool and see if it meets the
requirements.
Help them visualize what different measurements look like and imagine what the
printed shape will look like.
• The size limitations ensure good print times (not too long).
• If needed, read the textbox. Holding down the Shift key allows for uniform
rescaling. Help students recognize that the shape changes its measurements
while keeping the same shape.
• Iteration is an important part of design.

10 min

Reflect and Celebrate
•
•
•

Have students acknowledge successes and learn from failures to iterate and refine
their design.
Encourage positive norms; make sure students know it’s ok to make mistakes or to
have prototypes that failed to work.
Encourage students to share challenges and the strategies they used to overcome
these challenges. The goal of this sharing is not to evaluate their designs but to find
ways to iterate and refine and to share what has been learned with the classroom
community.
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•
•

They have used algorithmic thinking, estimated, measured and converted mm to
cm, compared measurements and areas, and used spatial reasoning.
Additional questions to ask:
o What do you like about designing with Tinkercad?
o What was successful about designing with Tinkercad?
o What challenges did you have with Tinkercad?
o Any strategies that worked well?

Good place to end the lesson or transition

15 min

Ask your Mentor
Help students communicate their design experience with mentors and learn about how
professionals solve problems in the face of challenges.
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Make the Real Thing

(3.5 lessons) 160 min

Goals
Strengthen spatial reasoning skills, through use of
paper folding techniques, mental rotation and
symmetric designs to create a paper kite.
Understand angles by using rotations around a
circle and paper folding to make different angles
and find their degree measurements.

Math
Understand the concept of angle and angle
measurement.
Recognize that angle measure is additive.
Decompose an angle into non-overlapping parts.
Attend to precision.

Spatial reasoning
Mentally rotate objects.

Materials
•
•

•
•

Ruler
MPACT website for videos of the kites (how
to assemble, flying kite):
o https://mpact3d.terc.edu/make-a-kiteand-measure-angles/make-a-kite/
o https://mpact3d.terc.edu/make-a-kiteand-measure-angles/measure-kiteangles/
Pushpins (for circle making)
Cardboard / masking tape / ribbon / yarn (for
circle making)

Before the lesson
For partner check:
• Confirm that you have all the students’ spools in your online Tinkercad classroom.
For printing:
• Export the files to your desktop and then import these files into the printer software
to check the length of time they will each take to print. This will allow you to set a
schedule for printing.
• If there is time, you can print a smaller version of some of the spools to check if they
will print properly and come out as students expected.
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10 min

Partner check on Tinkercad
Q1. Put students in pairs and have them check each other’s designs. Emphasize that if
the file isn’t properly assembled, the files will not print.

Observe 3D printers in action

5 min

Demonstrate the process of importing a CAD file to the print software.
Start printing one of the spools.
Leave extra time in your print schedule. Students may make models that cannot be
printed, or the printer could mess up. Show students what happened and have them
correct their Tinkercad file or troubleshoot the 3D printer.

20 min

Folding the Kite
While some of the parts are printing, students can begin assembly of their kites. As they
receive their 3D parts, they should check that they printed as students intended.
Demonstrate how to fold the kite, or have students follow the instruction on paper or the
MPACT website.
Folding can be challenging. Encourage students to fold with the paper flat on their desk.
Show them how to make a good crease.
Circulate and
• Ask questions about the angles that are formed as students fold the paper.
For example: When you make the square from the 8x11 paper, what are
you doing to the angle? (The fold cuts the angle in half).
• When they are done with the kite: Ask students if the kite is symmetric and
how they know. They might notice that they did the same (mirrored) folding
on each side, making left and right part match along the center crease.

Individual
work

10 min

Reflect and Celebrate
These questions help students in developing a systematic approach to debugging a
problem and to improving their kite designs. (CT practices).
Be sure to compliment the students for their work!
Ask: Any surprises?
• Students should be checking their design requirements and changing them if they
learned something during the print process.
• Use specific spools as examples. Draw out what students have in common in their
designs.
• For example, ask: Did anyone else improve their design? Did you do it look the first
student?
• Review, elicit from students:

Good place to end the lesson or transition

Math exploration: Making angle wedges
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Students will make angle wedges by starting with making a circle. We recommend using
the pushpin and yarn/tape/cardboard to make the circles, because it helps students see
one-rotation around the center as both a circumference and an angle.
Q4. Show students how to make the circles or have them watch the video on MPACT
website.
Q5. Students should cut out the circle and fold it as indicated.
Ask them if they know how many degrees are in that corner.
Possible answers:
o I know it’s 90 degrees because the angle is the same as a corner of a square; the
angle is a quarter of a full rotation.
o It looks like a “square” corner.
Explain that by convention, we say that one right angle is 90 degrees.
Explain the notation convention (the o).
Together, read and discuss the textbox. Demonstrate the turn to make the two sides meet.
Q6. Possible answers:
o I know it’s 45o because it’s a half of 90o angle.
Ask: what happens if you fold that angle? What would the measure be? (22.5o)
Q7. Discuss how unfolding made a 180o angle.
Possible answers:
o We know because two right angles fit into it.
o We unfolded it to show two 90o angles.
If students have difficulties in seeing an angle for a straight line, they can use 90o wedge
to see two right angles make up the angle for the straight line.
Or, connect to their experience of rotating their pencil when drawing a circle. 180o angle
is a half of a full rotation.
Q9. Students may think that the length of the lines that mark the angle changes the size
of the angle. Have students compare wedges from different-sized circles (with the same
angle).
Students can see that their 90o angle wedge has a recognizable “square corner” as does
another group’s, but the size of their circle will likely be different.
Q10. Students may find many 90o angles – several of them if they unfold the kite. Note
that if they fold the 45o angle in half, they can measure the very pointy top of their kite.
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Q11. Many answers. Likely: it looks like a circle. This may be a surprise to many
students.

Good place to end the lesson or transition

15 min

Brain Teaser
These puzzles allow students to do more spatial reasoning as they mentally rotate paper
to select the matching design.
Q12. Assign the students to work individually on Puzzles 1 -3, then, facilitate a whole
class discussion, asking students to explain their reasoning and how they figured things
out.
To check their answers, have students use paper and a hole puncher to do the activity.
Answers: A, D, B
These items are adapted from spatial tasks used in a research study. For more
information, see Chu, M. & Kita, S. (2011). The nature of gestures’ beneficial role in
spatial problem solving. Journal of Experimental psychology, 140(1), 102–116.
Q13. Ask students to work individually, then share their multi-symmetric shapes.

30 min

Put all the parts together
Q14–16. When the 3D parts are printed and received, have students assemble their
completed kites.
If there is time, students should go outside to fly their kites.
Take pictures of the kites and the flying.

Good place to end the lesson or transition

15 min

Ask your mentor
This Ask your Mentor requires students to communicate with a mentor to share their
final products and their flying results. You may want to include pictures.
This final communication with mentors allows students to summarize their experience.

10 min

Reflect and Celebrate
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Be sure to compliment the students for their work!
Ask:
• Any surprises?
• What worked well?
o Students may have found folding or using Tinkercad or both went well.
• What strategies did you use to solve problems?
• Students will likely have strategies to share for Tinkercad.
o Possible answers:
o control-Z
o arrows
o how to group
o checking measurements
• What math did you learn or use?
o Possible answers
o Measurement of length in centimeters
o What an angle is
o Angle measurement
o Names for 3D shapes
• Try to improve your kite if needed.
o Ask students how they may improve their kite.
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